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The game is set in a time that world trade is plagued by piracy, dangerous ocean voyages and
fierce wars. Can you a small time merchant battle the stormy oceans and avoid the scourge of
piracy trading goods for profit and becoming a Master Merchant, or will you build a superior
fleet of ships and become to become a recognised Admiral of the Seas or perhaps you will
find wealth in war and plunder your riches conquering ports around the world and become a
Lord Governor.

The game is played over a number of rounds until one player scores one of the three victory
conditions and is declared the winner.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
In the standard game players are aiming to excel at one of three objectives. Master Merchant,
Lord of Maritime or Lord Governor. Master Merchant requires a player to have 150g and
dock at a port owned by their nationality. Admiral of the Seas requires a player to have 3 ship
cards in his fleet and capture or buy a forth. Lord Governor requires a player to place his last
nations port marker on the board.

For a more challenging and longer game the number of objectives a player needs to win can
be raised to 2 or all 3. 

Once a player has met an objective their turn immediately ends, however the round is not over
and continues giving other player the opportunity to complete an objective. At the end of the
round if more than one player has managed to complete all objectives needed to win, victory
points are awarded (see below) to decide a winner, the highest scorer ultimately wins the
game, if in the rare circumstances there is a draw, they can decide to accept a draw or both
fleets can combat until one side loses a ship giving victory to the winner.

Completed Main Objectives Part of an Objective
Master Merchant Awards 3 points Each Full 50g Awards 1 point
Admiral of the Seas Awards 4 points Each extra ship Awards 2 points
Lord Governor Awards 6 points Each extra port Awards 3 points

COMPONENTS

                   
          Nation Flag            Letter of Marque    Passenger Token       Port Marker                      Ship Card                         Event Card (Front)

                        
   Passenger Bag           Plastic Stands             Globe Token               Gold Token          Ship Marker        Damage Dice            Trade Good



COMPONENTS LIST
1 Game Board
6 Nation Flags
28 Port Markers (2 Pirate, 2 No Entry, 24 Nationality -  in 6 Nations)
9 Ship Tokens (6 ships - 1 for each nationality, 3 pirate ships)
37 Clear Plastic Stands
108 Gold Coins Tokens (48 x 1g, 36 x 5g, 12 x 20g, 12 x 50g)
29 Passenger Tokens
1 Passenger Bag
12 Letter of Marque Tokens
198 Trade Goods Cubes (18 of each colour)
133 Damage Dice (18 x green, 28 x blue, 28 x red, 28 x purple, 11 black, 20 white)
1 Globe Token
22 Ship Cards (including 6 starting ships)
16 Event Cards (Double Sided)

SHIPS
Each player begins with a single ship, but during the course of the game they may acquire
more. Ships have a set of values that provide a player with the opportunities to tailor his fleet
to his style of play, a fast merchant fleet that can ship a lot of cargo or a slow combat fleet
with a thirst for cannon fire, its entirely up to the individual how they intend to score their
victory.

Ships have a Sail, Hull, Buccaneer, and Cannon rating that will constantly change during the
course of the game; damage dice (see below) are used to track the changes. In addition to
these values ships also have a Cargo and Cabin rating.  The Cargo value is the maximum
number of Trade Good Cubes the ship may hold whilst it travels from port to port and its
Cabin value is the maximum number of passengers it may board (carry) in its luxury cabins.
Each ship has a buy value (large coin) and a sell value (smaller red Coin).

When a player has more than one ship in their fleet and a specific ship needs to be targeted
such as when assigning damage or when two of a players ships can be boarded by a Pirate
ship, the target is chosen randomly using dice to determine which ship is effected. 

A fleet with two ships Odds = Ship 1 Evens = Ship 2,  
A fleet with three ship fleet 1-2 = Ship 1 3-4 = Ship 2 5-6 = Ship 3

DAMAGE DICE
Ships, Ports and Pirates all use dice to keep track of the damage they have sustained. For ships
belonging to a player they use different coloured dice for different areas of their ships that can
be damaged. Purple for Sails, Red for Hull, Green for Cannons and Blue for Buccaneers.

The top face of all damage dice shows its current value. When damage is dealt simply rotate
the dice to show the new value. For instance if a dice is currently set to a 6 and sustains 2
damage, rotate it until 4 is on top. 

If a ships damage dice drop to zero or less, the dice are removed from the card to signify it no
longer has any value. If a ships hull is ever reduced to 0 it has sunk (see losing a ship).

Ports and Pirates have a single damage dice (Strength), ports use white dice and pirates use



black dice, to record their strength value in the same way ships do. If a pirate ship or port has
no dice when it is encountered its strength is 6 (maximum). As soon as they suffer damage the
appropriate coloured dice is placed on their space to record their current strength value. When
a pirate ship moves any damage dice it has moves with it. 

A pirate ships strength value never drops below 1, however pirate ships can be sunk and each
damage dealt to a pirate ship that reduced it below 1 will result in the pirates ship being sunk.

When attacking a port the player can never reduce its strength below 1, ports can never be
completely destroyed. They must be captured to assign ownership.

SET UP
1. Lay the board on a flat surface.
2. Take one port marker for each nationality and place them in a line, remove port royal

from the passenger tokens and mix the remaining face down on the table, randomly
select one placing it in front of each port marker. One at a time flip over a passenger
token and place its port marker on the port space shown on the passenger token, repeat
until all port markers have been placed on the board. Add all passenger tokens to the
passenger bag.

3. Place one pirate port marker on Port Royal (North America) and place all 3 pirate
ships on its space.

4. Shuffle the event deck and draw a card. Move each pirate ship from its port space as
instructed by the event card (see Event Phase below for pirates movement). Once each
pirate ship has been given the opportunity to move draw another event card and repeat
the process. 

5. Each player receives a starting ship card and places 4 damage dice on each of its
damage boxes setting each to the value shown and 10g.

6. Shuffle the Nation Flags face down on the table and let each player choose one.
7. Each player receives a ship token matching the colour of their Nations Flag (border)

and 3 matching Nation Port Markers. Players place their ship token on the board on
the space with their Nations Port Marker. 

8. Shuffle the event cards and the ship cards adding any unused starting ships.
9. Place each trade goods cube on and above the holding boxes matching colour, using

the chart (see end) based on the number of players in the game.
10. Place all other tokens into their respective reserve pools.

ROUNDS
The game is played in rounds, there are 3 phases to each round, an Event Phase, an Action
Phase and a Clean Up Phase, each player takes a turn during the action phase. 

1) EVENT PHASE
At the start of each round 4 event cards are drawn and placed where all players can see, they
build upon a number of elements that last for the duration of the round. The cards are drawn
one at a time and placed on top of each other revealing segments and hiding others to provide
a full detail of this rounds events, the last card is placed face down providing special rules for
the round, pirates ships and port repairs.

The event cards are placed as follows (also see diagram below):

• Card One - Placed face up landscape near the board where all can see it. 



• Card Two - Rotate 90 degrees anticlockwise and placed portrait orientation over part
of card one covering segment 2.

• Card  Three  –  Rotate  90  degrees  clockwise  and  placed  portrait  orientation  over
segment 3 of card one.

• Card Four – Placed face downwards over cards three and four only leaving segment 2
and 3 viewing.

   Card 1 Placement      Card 2 Placement       Card 3 Placement       Card 4 Placement

Once the cards have been placed the event phase continues by following the steps below.

1 – WEATHER: Each player may make a sailing test (see below), If no test is made or if the
test was failed move the player ship token a number of spaces in the direction indicated. If it
would cause the ship  token to  strike  land (move onto  a  space that  contains  no water)  it
remains at the last available space containing water and each ship in their fleet suffers 1 Hull
Damage. If it would cause the ship to illegally move off the board (i.e. before the “World Is
Round” special event is in play) each ship in the fleet suffers 1 sail damage.
2- WAR & PIRATES: Note the nations that are at war with each other, players will be forced
to use an attack action if they enter ports of a nation they are at war with. Move each pirate
ship a number of spaces in the direction indicated, they will not move if they share a space
with a players ship token and will stop moving if they enter a space containing a players ship
token or if their next movement would cause them to strike land. Each diagram refers to one
of the three pirate ships on the board, move each ship as indicated by its matching number. If
they cannot move (because it would immediately cause them to strike land or move off the
board)  draw a  passenger  token and place  the  pirate  marker  at  the  passengers  destination
instead of moving. When the “World Is Round” event card is played pirate ships move from
the edges of the board east to west and west to east as players do. 
3- TRADE: The trade segment has three main symbols, the first (scales) sets how the trade
market is behaving and gives a modifier that is applied to each trade good bought or sold. The
second symbol (ship) is the number of ships that are available for players to buy, draw a
number of ship cards equal to the number shown and place them face up besides the board.
The third symbol (passenger) is the number of passengers communally looking for passage to
ports around the world, draw a number of passenger tokens equal to the number shown and
place them face up beside the board. The six boxes symbolizes production throughout the
world, move a matching coloured cube into the holding box for each shown. The large box
with a red border symbolizes a trade good that is in short supply, move the indicated number
cubes (depending on how many players, see end) of the trade good shown above its holding
box, for the duration of the round each trade good in short supply cost +2g to buy and a player
receives +2g for each trade good they sell that is currently in short supply.
4- SPECIAL EVENTS: Each round special rules take effect and may continue until new
event cards are drawn. If a Special Event cannot be implemented then it should be ignored,
this might happen for instance when the special event instructs that the world is round for the
second time or if it asks you to place a pirate port marker on the board and none are currently
available. Pirates and ports from one round to the next are given the opportunity to rebuild or



repair damage they have sustained, where indicated change the damage dice to reflect this, if
any port or pirate ship is restored back to its maximum of 6 remove the dice from its space.

2) ACTION PHASE
Starting with the player who acted last in the previous round and in a clockwise direction each
player takes a number of action based on their ships lowest Sails Value, plus 1.

Example: A player with two ships that have current Sail values of 4 and 2 would get to take 3
actions, whilst a player who had 3 ships with a current Sail values of 3, 3 and 4 would get to
take 4 actions.

There are four possible action that a player may take, Movement, Trade, Attack or Repairs.

MOVEMENT – Moving into an adjacent space uses up one action, ships can only move on
spaces that have water (blue) and there must be a route between land masses. In the diagram
below both the red and blue ships have to navigate around land masses and are not permitted
to sail across.

Around the edges of the board are half spaces, these use up one full movement action and are
treated as full spaces.

Until the  “World Is Round” event card is played players or pirate ships may not use the
boards blue arrows to move from one side of the map to the other. When the event is played
for the first time place the globe marker on the board as a reminder, for the remainder of the
game players and pirates may move from the East to West or from West to East sides of the
board, observing normal rules for movement they must move into the space directly opposite
(never diagonally). Players can never move from North to South or South to North in this way
as weather and climate condition prevent travel.

In the diagram above, the red ship is moving from position A to position B and has kept a
horizontal direction as indicated by the red line.
TRADE – A ship on a space that contains a port, may dock and trade with that port (unless
their nations are at war (see combat actions). During a trade action a player is free to buy and
sell trade goods, make repairs, hire buccaneers, replace cannons, take on passengers, acquire a



letter of marquee, buy and sell ships and may move trade goods, passengers, cannons, and
buccaneers from one ship in their fleet to another.

Trade Goods
Trade goods are represented by different coloured cubes and placed in  the holding boxes
shown on the game board. As ships move around the world (board) they can buy and sell
these goods and hopefully turn a profit. Each ship has a cargo limit and may only carry a
number of cubes equal to its cargo value. Place each cube purchased below its ship card.

Trading with Pirates – When a player trades on a space with a Pirate Port Marker all event
modifiers  are  ignored,  pirate  ports  never  follow global  market  constraints  like  legitimate
ports.

Trade  goods  are  produced  by  different  regions
around the world, they each have a number of ports
that sell their produce at very reasonable prices, they
are called “Productive Ports” and have a coloured
dot that matches the colour of their  region.  In the
Example of Asia (left) Shanghai, Dalian and Tokyo
are all Productive Ports. 

Ports in a region with a black dot are called “Non-
Productive Ports” they have no such contacts and
cannot offer discounts like Productive Ports Can. In

the example Canton is a Non-productive port of Asia.

Buying Goods -  Trade goods that are produced by a Region can be purchased from their
Productive Ports for 1g each, or 2g each at their non-productive ports and in both cases they
are modified by this rounds Event. Only goods in the holding boxes can be purchased.

Example: The Event has dictated +1g to all market transactions. In the Productive Ports of
Dalian, Tokyo or Shanghai, it costs 1g each (+1g Event) to buy Tea or Silk, whilst in the port
of Canton it costs 2g (+1g Event). Therefore a Captain would have to pay 2g in Productive
Ports and 3g in Non-Productive Ports.

Goods increase in value the further they are distributed around the world, for instance tea is
cheapest when bought or sold in Asia (where it is produced) but very expensive in North
America (a long way from where it is produced). To reflect this, we use the Trade Goods
section of the board as a track. 

To buy a trade good from a port that is not produced by its region (I.e. buying silk from a port
in Africa) you pay a base cost of 2g plus 1g for each region along the trade track it is from its
place of production and of course modified by the Event.

Example: The Event has dictated -1g to all market transactions. At an African port a player



wishes to buy some silk which is produced in Asia, the player starts at 2g and then counts the
number of regions from Africa to Asia, which is 2 (India and Asia). The player adds 2g to his
base cost of 2g, giving a total of 4g and then deducts 1g for the event, the silk costs 3g for
each cube bought.

Goods in Short Supply - If the good is in short supply (as instructed by this rounds events)
the good is further modified by +2g.

Selling Goods -  When selling goods to ports it makes no difference if you are selling to a
Production Port or not. Each trade good is sold for 1g plus 1g for each region along the trade
track it is from its place of production, modified by the Event.

Example: The Event has dictated +1g to all market transactions. At a North American port a
player wishes to sell some silk which is produced in Asia, the silk has a base value of 1g, the
player counts the number of regions from North America to Asia, which is 5 (South America,
Europe, Africa, India and Asia). The player adds 5g to the base value of 1g, giving a total of
6g and then adds 1g for the event, the silk sells for 7g for each cube.

Goods in Short Supply - If the good is in short supply (as instructed by this rounds events)
the good is further modified by +2g.

Trading at Home Ports  – Port Spaces that contain a Port Marker that matches the players
own nations flags are called Home ports and a player receives +1g per trade good they sell to
their Home Port.

All trade good cubes that a player sells are placed above the holding box waiting to be moved
down if it produces during the event phase.

Make Repairs
Each point of Sail or Hull damage a ship has sustained may be repaired for the cost of 2g per
point. To make the necessary repairs pay the gold to the reserve and adjust the ships damage
dice by the amount paid.

Example: A ship with a maximum of 4 Sails has sustained 2 Sail damage, the player wishes to
restore it back to full sail, he pays 4g to the reserve and changes the purple sail damage dice
currently at 2 to 4, the ships maximum.

Hire Buccaneers
The taverns and inns of most ports are filled with buccaneers willing to offer their services for
the right price. The player may replace any lost crew up to their ships maximum for the cost
of 4g for each point restored.

Armoury
When a cannon misfires sometimes they are destroyed and ships must have cannons or they
are leaving themselves vulnerable. To restore a lost cannon costs 8g, which is paid to the
reserve. You may only restore up to a ships maximum cannon value. 

Passengers
Passengers often require transport around the world and if available (from this rounds event)
you may load a passenger into a free cabin slot on any of your ships, take the passenger token
and place it below your ship card, if at any time you enter a port that matches a passengers
destination you may return it to the passenger bag and collect 5g.



You may not board a passenger (place on one of your ships) bound for a destination in a port
or region you are currently in.

Example: A player at the port of London, is not permitted to board a passenger bound for
London, or any other Europe port, as the player is currently in the region of Europe. 

A player is not permitted to offloaded a passenger other than to its destination. 

Letter Of Marquee
When a players fleet is in a port owned by his nation (has a port marker matching his nations
flag) he may pay an administration fee of 10g to the reserve to acquire a letter of marquee and
takes 1 token from the reserve. Only one letter of marquee can be acquired per trade action a
player performs.

Buy And Sell Ships
Ships that are available (from the event this round) can be bought and added to a players fleet,
a player can have a maximum of 3 ships in their fleet but are permitted to buy a forth in order
to win the game (see Victory Conditions above). 

To buy a ship the player pays the gold shown on the ship card (large coin) to the reserve and
takes the ship card, places it face up in front of him, adds 4 damage dice setting Sails, Hull
and Cannons to the ships maximums and Buccaneers to 1, the player will have to hire the
extra fighting crew.

When a ship is sold the player receives gold equal to its sell value (smaller red coin), they
remove all damage dice and place it alongside the ship cards drawn during the event phase
this round, any player during their trade action may now purchase the ship. Ships cannot be
sold if they have any passengers or trade goods on board but can be sold if they are damaged.
Any buccaneers can be transferred to another ship in the players fleet (if maximum limits
permit), otherwise they are lost.

COMBAT - At times in the game players are faced with no other option than to battle, below
is a list occurrences when combat is inevitable and a player is forced to use their next action
as a Combat Action. A combat lasts until either side flees or a ship has been lost. 

A player is forced to use their next Action as a combat action if sharing a space with any one
of the following:

1. A pirate ship.
2. Another players ship that his nation is at war with.
3. A port space that belongs to a Nation he is at war with. 
4. A Port space controlled by Pirates and does not pay 3g (only paid once per player each round) 

A player may also declare an attack action when sharing a space with another players ship that
his nation is not at war with, or a port providing he can discard a letter of marque token.

If a player is on a space that contains more than 1 eligible target of an attack, for instance
when sharing a space that contains both a Pirate ship and a Pirate port, the ship will always be
the first line of attack use the list above as a guide for the order of attack actions that a player
is forced to make.



Loading Cannons
When in combat with another player the type of shot loaded into a fleets cannons plays an
important part of the combat, when fighting against a port or a pirate ship only the number of
cannons fired has any real impact.

There are three types of shot that are designed to destroy certain parts of a ship better than the
others.

Ball  shot  (red d6) -  is  primarily a large cannon ball  that  is  fired directly at  a  ships hull,
blasting big holes in a ships side will sink it quickly. When you fire Ball shot you deal damage
to a ships hull.

Chain Shot (purple d6) - are smaller cannon balls link together with chain, they are fired at the
masts and sails and will wrap around and bring them down, a ship with no sails or masts are
dead in the water and will find it hard to escape. When you fire Chain shot you deal damage
to a ships Sails.

Grape shot (blue d6) - is compacted shrapnel of metal shards that is designed to spray across a
ships deck wiping out the crew and tearing them to pieces. When you fire grape shot you deal
damage to a ships buccaneers.

During players vs player combat, players are free to choose which type of Shot (dice) they
will load their cannons with, they simply take the dice from the reverse to roll for the attack.

COMBAT Player vs Player
If  both sides  mutually agree to  flee  there is  no need for  a  test,  both must  move into  an
adjacent space (not the same space) and the combat is over.

If just one side wishes to flee they must pass a SAILING TEST (see below) if the other side
wishes to pursue they must pass a SAILING TEST. If the fleeing ship fails the test or the
pursing side passes their test the ship does not escape and combat proceeds, following the
steps below. If a ship manages to flee the player places his ships token in any adjacent space. 

1. Each side loads their cannons with shot (any shot can be used in any combination the
player wishes), a maximum of 1 dice for each cannon they have in their fleet can be
assigned, and rolls them.

2. All rolls of a 1 are a misfire and are placed to one side.
3. All rolls of a 6 are a hit and are placed to one side. 
4. The remaining dice may be rolled again, putting aside 1's and 6's like before (this is

optional), this step is repeated until the player no longer wishes to re roll or they have
no dice left to re-roll.

5. Each dice that has scored a 6 deals damage to the opponents fleet.
6. All dice that scored a 1 are gathered and rolled again with each result of a 1 destroying

1 of the players cannon (deduct one cannon for each 1 from any ship in the players
fleet).

7. Now check if either side is eligible to be boarded. Any ship with a buccaneers value of
1 or less can be boarded by their enemy (see boarding below), both players can make
only 1 boarding attempt choosing any of their opponents eligible ships. If there are no
targets  available  or  neither  players  wish to  make a  boarding a  new combat  round
begins with each side given the option to flee as before.



COMBAT Player vs Port or Pirate
Port and pirate ship will never flee from combat, however a player may and must pass a
SAILING TEST, ports never pursue, however pirate ships will and rolls 1 black dice, needing
to score lower than 4 or their strength value (which ever is lowest) to pass.  If the fleeing ship
fails the test or the pursing pirate passes its test the ship does not escape and combat proceeds,
following the steps below. If the players ship manages to flee the player places his ships token
in any adjacent space. All dice rolls for a ports or pirate ships should be made by another
player if available. 

1. The Player rolls 1 dice for each cannon they have in their fleet (type is irrelevant).
2. The pirate ship or port rolls 1 black dice for each point of strength it currently has.
3. All rolls of a 1 are a misfire and are placed to one side.
4. All rolls of a 6 are a hit and are placed to one side.
5. The player may (optional) re-roll any of their dice not put to one side again, putting 1's

and 6's aside like before, this step can be repeated until the player no longer wishes to
re-roll or they have no dice left to re-roll.

6. The player assigns their hits reducing the port/pirate strength by one point for each 6
they rolled. All dice that scored a misfire are gathered up and re-rolled. Each result
scoring a 1 destroys a cannon (deduct one cannon for each 1 rolled).

7. Pirates  and  ports  have  different  tactics  during  a  combat,  all  hits  a  port  scores  is
assigned as hull damage, the player suffers 1 hull damage for each hit the port scores.
A Pirates goal is to capture and will always assign damage to sails and buccaneers, the
first hit from a pirate ship is always assigned as sail damage and the second hit is
assigned as buccaneer damage, alternating between the two until all hits have been
assigned as damage. Ports and Pirates dice that scored a misfire (1) are re-rolled and
all results of a 1 reduce the port/pirates ship strength value by 1.

8. Check for Boarding -  Pirate ships and ports that have a strength value of 1 and any
players ship with a buccaneers value of 1 or less are eligible to be boarded/invaded
(see boarding/invading below) otherwise a new combat round begins with the players
having the option to flee as before, combat proceeds until either side loses a ship (see
losing a ship below), or the port is captured or the players fleet flees. 

BOARDING player vs player
During a combat if a ship ever has a BUCCANEER value of 1 or less their opponent can
choose one of their ships and attempt to board and capture it, the boarding ship must have a
BUCCANEER value of 2 or more to initiate a boarding attempt. 

First the player must lock ships, both sides tests their ships SAILS, if the Boarding ship passes
the test and the ship being boarded fails the test, the ships are locked together with ropes and
grapples,  planks are  dropped across and buccaneers charge onto the ship and attack with
cutlasses and flintlocks. All other results and the boarding attempt has failed for this round
and a new combat round begins (further attempt can be made on subsequent rounds).

If the ships are locked, the boarding player tests his ships BUCCANEER and if successful
captures the ship, otherwise suffers 1 BUCCANEER damage (applied to that ship).

The player may attack again until either he captures the ship or his ships buccaneer value is
reduced to 1, in which case the boarding attempt fails and is over and a new Combat round
begins.



BOARDING/INVADING Player vs Port or Pirate
When  a  players  reduces  a  Pirate  ship  or  a  Port  to  1  strength,  he  may  initiate  a
Boarding/Invasion, The player chooses a ship from his fleet that must have a BUCCANEER
value of 2 or more and makes a SAILS test, if successful buccaneers charge the enemy and
attack with cutlasses and flintlocks. 

The player  tests  his  ships  BUCCANEER and if  successful  captures  the  pirates  ship  (see
Sinking/Capturing A Pirate Ship below) or captures the port (see Capturing A Port below),
otherwise suffers 1 BUCCANEER damage (applied to that ship). The player may (optional)
attack again and continue to attack until either he captures the ship/port or his ships buccaneer
value is reduced to 1, in which case the boarding attempt is over and a new Combat round
begins.

When a players ships buccaneer value is 1 or less a pirate ship will initiate a boarding and the
player must make a SAILS test for the ship. If the test passes the boarding attempt fails and a
new combat round begins, otherwise the pirate ship successfully locks the ships together with
grapples  and  rope  and  pirates  begin  attacking  the  player  crew.   The  pirate  ship  tests  its
STRENGTH and if successful the players ship is captured (see losing a ship), if the pirates
test is unsuccessful it loses 1 Strength and the player makes a new Sails test to break free. If
the test fails the boarding continues, until either the Pirates Strength is reduced to 1 or the ship
breaks free, in which case a new combat round begins.

REPAIRS - A player may spend 1 complete action to do one of the following

1. Repair 1 sail damage to 1 of their ships (restore 1 lost sail damage)
2. Repair 1 hull damage to 1 of their ships (restore 1 lost hull damage)
3. Move 1 cannon from 1 ship in their fleet to another ship in their fleet.
4. Move up to 2 buccaneers from 1 ship in their fleet to another ship in their fleet.

3) CLEAN UP PHASE
The clean up phase takes care of any of last rounds events and prepares for the next round,
follow the steps below.

1. Remove any no entry Port Markers from the board.
2. Place any Port markers and Pirate ship tokens currently on top of the Event deck on to

the board; draw a passenger token for each marker/ship and place at the passengers
destination,  if  in the case of a port  marker the destination already contains a  Port
Marker draw another passenger token for its destination.

3. Shuffle all unpurchased ships back into the ship deck.
4. Return any passenger tokens not aboard a ship into the passenger bag.
5. Shuffle the rounds event cards into the event deck.

OTHER RULES

TESTS
At times in the game a player may be instructed to make tests to determine the outcome of
certain task, they may be forced on the player to perform by the rules or the player may wish
to perform a task voluntary. All tests are made in the same way by rolling a d6 and scoring
lower than one of the ships value or the strength of a port or pirate ship. 



For instance if the rules asks a player to test any of your ships sails. The player selects one of
their ships, finds its current sail value (purple dice) and rolls a d6,  if they roll less than the
current sail value the test is passed, if they roll equal to or higher than the value being tested
they fail.

Another common test might ask a player to test all of their ships Buccaneer Values, the player
tests each of his ships in turn and must score lower than each ships current buccaneers Value.

SAILING TEST
When a player is asked to make a Sailing test he finds his ship with the lowest sail value and
rolls a d6, if the result is lower than the ships sail value the test has passed, otherwise it has
failed.

CAPTURING A PORT
When a player captures a port they place their nations port marker on its space. If it already
has a port marker at its location it is replaced with the new one, if the replaced marker is a
Pirate Port Marker, place it on top of the event deck. Ports that have been captured retain their
current strength value (of 1), a player can immediately rebuild it to its maximum (remove the
dice) by paying 10g to the reserve. 

SINKING/CAPTURING A PIRATE SHIP
When a player successfully sinks or captures a pirates ship its token is placed on top of the
event deck and its damage dice is returned to the reserve.. When a player captures a Pirate
ship they draw a ship card and places it in their fleet setting all  damage dice to the ship
maximum values apart from its Buccaneers which is set to 1.

LOSING A SHIP
If a players ship is sunk the ship card, all cargo and passengers it was carrying are sunk with
it, the ship card is removed from play (placed in the box), any passenger tokens are returned
to the passenger bag and all cargo is placed above the appropriate holding box on he game
board. The player also loses some gold (see Losing Ships Gold below). 

If a ship is captured by another player the ship card is handed to that player with all of the
cargo and passengers it was carrying and given the gold it was carrying to the new owner
(see Losing Ships Gold below). 

If a ship is captured by a pirate ship, the player discards the ship card, returns any goods it
was carrying to the appropriate holding box on he game board, returns any passengers to the
passenger bag and loses some gold (see Losing Ships Gold below).

When a player has lost his last ship card, he is out of the game and all remaining players
continue until one declares a win.

LOSING SHIPS GOLD
Each  player  keeps  their  total  gold  together  in  one  pool  for  convenience,  however  it  is
distributed amongst all ships in the fleet to safe guard against losing it all if a ship sinks or is
captured, therefore if a ship is ever lost part of the players gold is also lost with the ship. To
calculate the amount that is lost divide the players current gold by the number of ships he has
(before losing the ship) and round up, this is the amount of gold that is lost with the ship.



KEEPING GOLD CONCEALED
Players  are  freely  permitted  to  keep  their  gold  tokens  concealed  from  their  opponents.
Stacking gold tokens can work in different ways, for instance a large stack of 1g with a 20g
on top will appear appealing to an opponent that is looking to make some easy gold, so a war
hungry player could entice opponents rather than having to track them down. On the other
hand a stack of 20g with a 1g on top will not look so attractive and may end up leaving the
player relatively combat free. The only time a player needs to reveal the total gold they have
is if they happen to lose a ship (see Losing a Ship).

COMPONENT LIMITATIONS
With the exception of gold and port strengths, components may run out, when this happens,
players are not permitted to use substitutions.

For instance if during a combat there is insufficient dice to load a specific type of shot into a
players cannons, the player is free to load a different type of shot, but cannot use alternative
dice in substitution for the shot that has run out. Likewise as trade goods become scarce,
players simply can not buy those goods and must either wait until they become available
again or trade in something else.

If the gold reserve ever runs out, players are permitted to use pen and paper or other methods
for monitoring the gold they have, as soon as gold does become available it is encouraged to
take the physical tokens in favour of using paper records.

If there is ever insufficient damage dice to mark a port, use another dice that is available and
replace with the correct dice as soon as possible.

SOLO PLAY OR TIMED GAMES
If you would like a shorter game or when playing solo (1 player) it is recommend a timed
game is  played in  which  every round the  top  event  card  (last  played  with  special  event
displayed) is removed from play, when there are insufficient event cards left to place a full
event (i.e. just three event cards remaining) the game comes to an end and victory awards are
counted for a winner (see Victory Conditions). Also every round the action phase is repeated
for a second time, giving each player in turn a second action phase. 

TRADE GOOD CUBES USED DURING SET UP
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1 Place 3 of each type on the Holding boxes and 5 above and move 2 goods above the holding box when in short supply.

2 Place 4 of each type on the Holding boxes and 6 above and move 3 goods above the holding box when in short supply.

3 Place 5 of each type on the Holding boxes and 7 above and move 4 goods above the holding box when in short supply.

4 Place 6 of each type on the Holding boxes and 8 above and move 5 goods above the holding box when in short supply.

5 Place 7 of each type on the Holding boxes and 9 above and move 6 goods above the holding box when in short supply.

6 Place 8 of each type on the Holding boxes and 10 above and move 7 goods above the holding box when in short supply.



NOTES
Please note that I have not used official flags of the era as in some cases they was too similar
to each other, as with Spain and Portugal, and therefore I have used more modern flags for
game purposes only. I struggled to find correct historical locations of ports and their names
and have used locations and names that I decided seemed as accurate as I could through my
research. 
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